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Mommy and Me Aug 01 2019 Little Bear and Mommy Bear share a special day together exploring the woods in this
heartwarming story that captures the special bond shared between a mother and child. Beautiful illustrations paired with lively,
rhyming text will keep little ones entertained and engaged while following along to this sweet woodland story. Join Little Bear
as she plays, explores, and learns with her mommy while sharing lots of hugs and support along the way! This cute mommy
loves you board book perfect for story time with mom or grandma to share with the little one in their lives. Perfect for Mother's

Day gifts or a gift just to say "I love you"! Beautifully captures the unconditional love shared between a parent and child Sweet
and playful illustrations by well-known artist, Sydney Hanson, and rhyming text make for an engaging and entertaining read
Sturdy large board pages and padded durable cover suitable for even the littlest boys and girls Touches on themes of empathy,
bonding, encouragement, and unconditional love to your baby or toddler Perfect gift for baby showers, a birthday, Mother's Day,
new mothers, little valentines, first libraries, grandmother, and more Explore more mother/daughter books, a grandma book to
read with their grandchild, and more by Cottage Door Press.
Threat Intelligence and Me Feb 05 2020 Threat Intelligence is a topic that has captivated the cybersecurity industry. Yet, the
topic can be complex and quickly skewed. Author Robert M. Lee and illustrator Jeff Haas created this book to take a
lighthearted look at the threat intelligence community and explain the concepts to analysts in a children's book format that is
age-appropriate for all.Threat Intelligence and Me is the second work by Robert and Jeff who previously created SCADA and
Me: A Book for Children and Management. Their previous work has been read by tens of thousands in the security community
and beyond including foreign heads of state. Threat Intelligence and Me promises to reach an even wider audience while
remaining easy-to-consume and humorous.
All Around Me Nov 27 2021 View more details of this book at www.walkerbooks.com.au
My Friends and Me Oct 07 2022 This funny, heart-warming picture book celebrates different kinds of families and the bond
between adult and child. Whether your little one has two mums or one, two dads or none, the only thing that matters is the love
you share.
Marley & Me Jun 22 2021 The heartwarming and unforgettable story of a family and the wondrously neurotic dog who taught
them what really matters in life. Now with photos and new material. Is it possible for humans to discover the key to happiness
through a bigger-than-life, bad-boy dog? Just ask the Grogans. John and Jenny were just beginning their life together. They were
young and in love, with not a care in the world. Then they brought home Marley, a wiggly yellow furball of a puppy. Life would
never be the same. Marley grew into a barreling, ninety-seven-pound streamroller of a Labrador retriever. He crashed through
screen doors, gouged through drywall, and stole women's undergarments. Obedience school did no good -- Marley was expelled.
But just as Marley joyfully refused any limits on his behavior, his love and loyalty were boundless, too. Marley remained a
model of devotion, even when his family was at its wit's end. Unconditional love, they would learn, comes in many forms.
Marley & Me is John Grogan's funny, unforgettable tribute to this wonderful, wildly neurotic Lab and the meaning he brought to
their lives.
Send Me a Sign May 10 2020 Mia is the quintessential high school A-lister: popular, non-exclusively dating the captain of the

soccer team, extremely high GPA, everything Mia's mother has ever wanted. When you have everything good going your way,
you have everything to lose. After Mia finds out she has leukemia, she feels like everything she has achieved will slip away
from her. So she decides to keep her illness a secret from all her friends and her boyfriend. The only one she lets in is her
lifelong best friend, Gyver-the guy next door who is poised to become so much more in her life. Mia is always looking for signs
in her everyday life, to shape her decisions, and now that she's sick, she's desperate for a sign that she is going to survive.
How Do You Like Me Now? Mar 20 2021 'THE TIMES BESTSELLER 'The most perceptive book I have ever read about the
female interior' DOLLY ALDERTON 'Truly a f***ing good novel' EVENING STANDARD 'Identifiable, heart-breaking and
wickedly funny. I'd say this is one of my favourite books of the year' GIOVANNA FLETCHER 'Bourne holds a mirror up to
contemporary aspiration' SUNDAY TIMES A STYLIST MUST READ BOOK OF 2018 A RED MAGAZINE BEST BOOK
OF 2018 ***** Everyone wants to be Tori Bailey. A straight-talking, bestselling author, she's inspired millions of women
around the world with her self-help memoir and uplifting Instagram posts. What's more, her perfect relationship with her longterm boyfriend is the envy of all their friends. But Tori isn't being honest. While everyone around her is getting engaged and
having babies, Tori's boyfriend will barely look at her, let along talk about marriage. And when her best friend Dee
unexpectedly falls in love, suddenly Tori's in danger of being left behind. Tori's built a career out of telling women how to live
their best life. But is she brave enough to admit that her own isn't working? ***** The debut adult novel by bestselling author
Holly Bourne is a blisteringly funny, honest and moving exploration of love, friendship and navigating the emotional
rollercoaster of your thirties. Everyone is raving about this book! 'It'll resonate with anyone trying to convince themselves that
sticking it out is better than being alone.' EMERALD STREET 'Relatable for any woman navigating emotional time bombs'
RED 'It speaks so many truths about being a woman in your thirties; friendships, love and what a fickle beast social media can
be. ' CLEMMIE HOOPER 'Hilarious and painfully true' GRAZIA 'Sure to resonate with anyone navigating the emotional
minefield of their thirties' RED ONLINE 'Funny, real and heartbreaking. I haven't been this obsessed with a book in years.'
LUCY VINE 'Injected with such reality it can't help but be hilarious' TIMES 'A very funny novel that lives up to its hype' THE
SUNDAY TELEGRAPH
The Zen of You and Me Sep 13 2020 This approachable guide conflict resolution offers practical advice on how to manage
difficult conversations and foster healthier relationships—the Zen way The people who get under your skin the most can in fact
be your greatest teachers. It’s not a matter of overlooking differences, as is often taught, but of regarding those difficult aspects
of the relationship with curiosity and compassion—for those very differences offer a path to profound connection. Diane
Hamilton’s practical, reality-based guide to living harmoniously with even your most irritating fellow humans—spouses,

partners, colleagues, parents, children—shows that “getting along” is really a matter of discovering that our differences are
nothing other than an expression of our even deeper shared unity.
Between You & Me: Confessions of a Comma Queen Aug 13 2020 "Hilarious…This book charmed my socks off." —Patricia
O’Conner, New York Times Book Review Mary Norris has spent more than three decades working in The New Yorker’s
renowned copy department, helping to maintain its celebrated high standards. In Between You & Me, she brings her vast
experience with grammar and usage, her good cheer and irreverence, and her finely sharpened pencils to help the rest of us in a
boisterous language book as full of life as it is of practical advice. Named a Best Book of the Year by NPR, Amazon, Wall
Street Journal, Publishers Weekly, Kirkus, and Library Journal.
You and Me Aug 25 2021 The perfect gripping, twisty suspense for fans of Netflix’s You and Lisa Jewell’s Watching You
Lie With Me Dec 17 2020 The award-winning, bestselling French novel by Philippe Besson—“the French Brokeback
Mountain” (Elle)—about an affair between two teenage boys in 1984 France, translated with subtle beauty and haunting
lyricism by the iconic and internationally acclaimed actress/writer Molly Ringwald. We drive at high speed along back roads,
through woods, vineyards, and oat fields. The bike smells like gasoline and makes a lot of noise, and sometimes I’m frightened
when the wheels slip on the gravel on the dirt road, but the only thing that matters is that I’m holding on to him, that I’m holding
on to him outside. Just outside a hotel in Bordeaux, Philippe chances upon a young man who bears a striking resemblance to his
first love. What follows is a look back at the relationship he’s never forgotten, a hidden affair with a gorgeous boy named
Thomas during their last year of high school. Without ever acknowledging they know each other in the halls, they steal time to
meet in secret, carrying on a passionate, world-altering affair. Dazzlingly rendered in English by Ringwald in her first-ever
translation, Besson’s powerfully moving coming-of-age story captures the eroticism and tenderness of first love—and the
heartbreaking passage of time.
The Last Thing He Told Me Mar 08 2020 *** OVER A MILLION COPIES SOLD *** ***THE RICHARD & JUDY BOOK
CLUB PICK*** *** THE NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER *** *** SOON TO BE A MAJOR TV SERIES
STARRING JENNIFER GARNER *** _______________________________________ IT WAS THE LAST THING HE
TOLD ME: PROTECT HER Before Owen Michaels disappears, he manages to smuggle a note to his new wife, Hannah: protect
her. Hannah knows exactly who Owen needs her to protect - his teenage daughter, Bailey, who lost her mother tragically as a
child. And who wants absolutely nothing to do with her new stepmother. As her desperate calls to Owen go unanswered, his
boss is arrested for fraud and the police start questioning her, Hannah realises that her husband isn't who he said he was. And
that Bailey might hold the key to discovering Owen's true identity, and why he disappeared. Together they set out to discover

the truth. But as they start putting together the pieces of Owen's past, they soon realise that their lives will never be the same
again...
Grandma and Me Jul 24 2021 A beautiful storybook that helps children understand their grandparent’s challenges, written by a
nurse and a psychologist. The authors of Grandma and Me have combined their years of clinical experience to create a truly
engaging, yet informative book for young children on the topics of Alzheimer’s and dementia. With beautiful artwork to capture
children’s attention, Grandma and Me provides a gentle, age-appropriate portrait of Alzheimer’s disease in the context of a
loving relationship between grandparent and grandchild—and provides tools that will help children continue to have a
relationship with their loved one despite the disease. Grandma and Me addresses a difficult topic with compassion and
understanding, and allows families to successfully navigate the journey ahead.
Monty and Me Jun 03 2022 The perfect book for fans of Alfie the Doorstep Cat and Molly the Pet Detective Dog. This fourlegged friend has a crime to solve...
Me, You, Us (Family) Feb 28 2022 A fun and revealing journal to fill out with your whole family This new spinoff edition of
the bestselling journal Me, You, Us is specially designed for families to fill out together. Use the prompts to capture funny
moments, favorite memories, and personal messages to share only with each other. Decide on your perfect theme song. Design
your matching tattoos. Capture special moments, jokes, and ideas that are just “so us.” There are no rules – just lots of creative
ways to explore and celebrate your special connection. Featuring sixteen pages of new prompts as well as updated illustrated
pages throughout, this playful, upbeat, and engaging book is a fun experience to share as well as a time capsule to look back on.
Bye-Bye, Fears Oct 03 2019 "An older sister explains to her younger sister all the things she used to be afraid of, along with
some tricks to help, whether it's a special blanket for bedtime or singing during a storm"-A Book of Bridges Sep 25 2021 Bridges are some of the most fascinating structures in our landscape, and they come in all
forms. From towering suspension bridges to humble stone crossings, this book visits them all in sweet, bouncing text with
expository sidebars. But while bridges can be quite grand, this reminds us that their main purpose is bringing people together.
This is perfect for budding architects, as well as readers who can relate to having loved ones who live far away.
What If You & Me Jan 18 2021 New York Times and USA Today bestseller Roni Loren blends heat and heart in this
emotionally charged story of: A frightened woman longing to break free A wounded man searching for his purpose An
unexpected friendship turned sizzling hot connection And an emotional climax that'll have them both learning to let go The
world can be a scary place. At least, that's what Andi Lockley's anxiety wants her to believe. It doesn't help that she narrowly
escaped a dangerous man years ago, or that every relationship since has been colored with that lingering fear. But things are

better now—she's channeling everything into her career as a horror novelist and true crime podcaster, and her next book may be
the breakthrough she needs. If only her grumpy new neighbor would stop stomping around at all hours of the night. Former
firefighter Hill Dawson can't sleep. After losing part of his leg in a rescue gone wrong, he's now stuck in limbo. He needs to
figure out what he's supposed to do with his life, and he can't let himself get distracted by the pretty redhead next door. But
when someone breaks into Andi's place, Hill can't stop himself from rushing in to play the hero. Soon, a tentative bond forms
between the unlikely pair. But what starts out as a neighborly exchange quickly turns into the chance for so much more...if Andi
can learn to put aside her fear and trust in herself—and love—again. Readers Rave About Books By Roni Loren:
"Phenomenal."—LORELEI JAMES, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author "Unforgettable."—KRISTEN
CALLIHAN, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author "Unique, swoony, and lively."—SARINA BOWEN, USA
Today bestselling author "Don't let this book get away!"—M. O'KEEFE, USA Today bestselling author "A mustread."—Publishers Weekly STARRED Review for The One You Fight For
With My Tree Nov 08 2022 A young girl describes her special friend, a tall, old tree that listens to her secrets, houses her animal
friends, and changes throughout the seasons.
The to Z of You and Me Oct 27 2021 AN OBSERVER 'NEW FACE OF FICTION 2015' AN AMAZON RISING STAR 2015
'Genuinely one of the best books I've read ever read' LISA JEWELL 'Spare, poignant and with a quirky charm all of its own, it
reminds us how kind people can be.' RACHEL JOYCE 'Absolutely bloody heartrending. Hannah's eccentric style is never
mawkish and often wonderfully funny' - THE TIMES 'Hannah writes with emotional acuity. Warm, wry, thoughtful and
devastating in places, this is a life-enhancing missive from death's door' - THE SUNDAY TIMES A striking literary debut of
love and mortality perfect for fans of quirky, heart-wrenching fiction like Nathan Filer, David Nicholls and Rachel Joyce. Ivo
has all kinds of everyday joy in his life – he’s young, he's in love, he has friends who promise to stand by him if life ever goes
wrong.Then one day, life does go wrong. He makes a mistake, and it’s big and unforgiveable. Now time is running out and his
life is falling apart. But he’s going to put it together again. His own way. This is a story about how far love must stretch to
gather a life in pieces. And how strong friendship never dies.
My Monster and Me Sep 01 2019 The very first picture book from the winner of The Great British Bake Off and national
treasure, Nadiya Hussain, beautifully illustrated by Ella Bailey. A touching story about a little boy whose worry monster follows
him everywhere he goes. It's there when he gets dressed, when he wants to play with his toys, and even when his friends come
over to visit. How can he escape his worries? Having suffered with panic disorder herself for as long as she can remember,
Nadiya wrote this heartfelt story to help give children and parents the tools they need to talk about worries and anxiety, to ensure

that no child suffers in silence.
Pour Me Jun 30 2019 SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2016 PEN ACKERLEY PRIZE 'An intense, succulent read that's
intermittently dazzling' THE TIMES 'Chilling, exquisitely moving' DAILY TELEGRAPH 'A superb memoir - and one of the
best books on addiction I have ever read' EVENING STANDARD A. A. Gill's memoir begins in the dark of a dormitory with
six strangers. He is an alcoholic, dying in the last-chance saloon. He tells the truth - as far as he can remember it - about drinking
and about what it is like to be drunk. He recalls the lost days, lost friends, failed marriages ... But there was also an 'optimum
inebriation, a time when it was all golden'. Sobriety regained, there are painterly descriptions of people and places, unforgettable
musings about childhood and family, art and religion; and most movingly, the connections between his cooking, dyslexia and
his missing brother. Full of raw and unvarnished truths, exquisitely written throughout, POUR ME is about lost time and selfdiscovery. Lacerating, unflinching, uplifting, it is a classic about drunken abandon.
Dean and Me Jun 10 2020 In a memoir by turns moving, tragic, and hilarious, Jerry Lewis recounts with crystal clarity every
step of his fifty-year friendship with Dean Martin. They were the unlikeliest of pairs—a handsome crooner and a skinny
monkey, an Italian from Steubenville, Ohio, and a Jew from Newark, N.J.. Before they teamed up, Dean Martin seemed destined
for a mediocre career as a nightclub singer, and Jerry Lewis was dressing up as Carmen Miranda and miming records on stage.
But the moment they got together, something clicked—something miraculous—and audiences saw it at once. Before long, they
were as big as Elvis or the Beatles would be after them, creating hysteria wherever they went and grabbing an unprecedented
hold over every entertainment outlet of the era: radio, television, movies, stage shows, and nightclubs. Martin and Lewis were a
national craze, an American institution. The millions flowed in, seemingly without end—and then, on July 24, 1956, ten years
after it all started, it ended suddenly. After that traumatic day, the two wouldn’t speak again for twenty years. And while both
went on to forge triumphant individual careers—Martin as a movie and television star, recording artist, and nightclub luminary
(and charter member of the Rat Pack); Lewis as the groundbreaking writer, producer, director, and star of a series of hugely
successful movie comedies—their parting left a hole in the national psyche, as well as in each man’s heart. In Dean & Me,
Lewis makes a convincing case for Martin as one of the great—and most underrated—comic talents of our era. But what comes
across most powerfully in this definitive memoir is the depth of love Lewis felt for his partner, and which his partner felt for
him: truly a love to last for all time.
Bleed Into Me Dec 29 2021 The author, an Indian himself, profiles the lives of many Native Americans and how people treat
them just because of their race. Even in today's society the uneasy relations between Indians and white's is still fueled by
mistrust, stereo-types and casual violence.

What I Like About Me! Teacher Edition Oct 15 2020 The kids in What I Like About Me, are as different as night and day. And,
guess what? They love it. Some adore the fact that their braces dazzle and gleam, others feel distinguished when they wear their
glasses. This fun-loving book, with a mirror included on the last page, proves to kids that, in a world where fitting in is the
norm, being different is what makes us special. Helping children learn about diversity, while fostering self-esteem, is what this
super-sized Teacher Classroom Pack is all about. Teachers can read the rhyming text of the award-winning What I Like About
Me! and use the oversized book to focus on differences in nationality, appearance, food, and more. Inviting children to look in
the giant mirror will encourage them to think and talk about what they like best about themselves.
Wham! George & Me Jan 06 2020 It's that time of year again . . . Turn up 'Last Christmas', get the mince pies out and head back
to the 80s in the remarkably honest and fascinating autobiography from one half of the world's greatest pop duo THE SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER 'I couldn't put it down. Such a fantastic book' Chris Evans, Virgin Radio ________ School mates. Band
mates. Soul mates . . . When Andrew Ridgley took George Michael, the new boy at school, under his wing, he discovered a soul
mate. In Wham! George and Me, Andrew tells the story of how they rode a rollercoaster of success around the world while
making iconic records and surviving superstardom with their friendship intact. It is a memoir of love, music, the flamboyant
1980s and living in a pop hurricane. No one else can ever tell their story - because no one else was there . . . For the first time,
Andrew Ridgeley tells the inside story of Wham!, his life-long friendship with George Michael and the formation of a band that
changed the shape of the music scene in the early eighties. ________ 'A joyous celebration of the Wham! years. For anyone who
was a teenager in the early 1980s, it will take you on a nostalgia trip. It's an honest but affectionate account of a remarkable duo
who remained true to their origins and their friendship throughout it all' Daily Express 'As infectious as their music' Daily Mirror
'A remarkably generous memoir. In more than one sense, the biography of a friend' Spectator 'A great story' Saturday Live,
Radio 4 'A lovely book. A love letter to George' Graham Norton, BBC One 'Charming, heartfelt . . . there's a real poignancy to
Ridgeley's description of Wham!'s glory days' Sunday Times
Read Me Like a Book May 02 2022 In her first novel for young adults, New York Times best-selling author Liz Kessler tells a
story about finding a kindred spirit and becoming your true self. Ashleigh Walker is a mediocre student with an assortment of
friends, a sort-of boyfriend, and no plans for the future. Then a straight-from-college English teacher, Miss Murray, takes over
Ash’s class and changes everything. Miss Murray smiles a lot. She shares poetry with curse words in it. She’s, well, cool. And
she seems to really care about her students. About Ashleigh. For the first time, Ash feels an urge to try harder. To give
something — someone — her best. Before she knows it, Ashleigh is in love. Intense, heart-racing, all-consuming first love. It’s
strong enough to distract her from worrying about bad grades and her parents’ marriage troubles. But what will happen if Miss

Murray finds out Ashleigh is in love with her?
Read Me a Book Jan 30 2022 Barbara Reid's celebration of reading and sharing has a fresh, new look! Best-selling author and
illustrator Barbara Reid has created a colourful celebration of the pleasures of reading to babies and young children, any time
and anywhere. Warm and detailed Plasticine illustrations of adults and children reading together join with bouncy, rhythmic
verse to invite children and parents to share the joy of reading indoors and out, at any time of day! The perfect gift for new
parents, Read Me a Book reminds us that reading to young children is key to the development of literacy and the enjoyment of
learning -- plus the simple text also makes it great for kids just learning to read back to their parents.
The Book That Made Me Sep 06 2022 Just as authors create books, books create authors — and these essays by thirty-one
writers for young people offer a fascinating glimpse at the books that inspired them the most. What if you could look inside your
favorite authors’ heads and see the book that led them to become who they are today? What was the book that made them fall in
love, or made them understand something for the first time? What was the book that made them feel challenged in ways they
never knew they could be, emotionally, intellectually, or politically? What book made them readers, or made them writers, or
made them laugh, think, or cry? Join thirty-one top children’s and young adult authors as they explore the books, stories, and
experiences that changed them as readers — for good. Some of the contributors include: Ambelin Kwaymullina Mal Peet Shaun
Tan Markus Zusak Randa Abdel-Fattah Alison Croggon Ursula Dubosarsky Simon French Jaclyn Moriarty
I'm Like You, You're Like Me Aug 05 2022 “It’s fun to find ways I’m like you and you’re like me. It’s fun to find ways we’re
different.” In this colorful, inviting book, kids from preschool to lower elementary learn about diversity in terms they can
understand: hair that’s straight or curly, families with many people or few, bodies that are big or small. With its wide-ranging
examples and fun, highly detailed art, I’m Like You, You’re Like Me helps kids appreciate the ways they are alike and affirm
their individual differences. A two-page adult section in the back provides tips and activities for parents and caregivers to
reinforce the themes and lessons of the book.
All My Treasures Feb 16 2021 When a girl receives a beautiful porcelain box from her grandmother, she immediately wants
something special to put inside it. But what could it be? What does she love best? She loves jumping in puddles on rainy days,
blowing bubbles in the park, and watching her little sister s first steps. As it turns out, life s most precious treasures cannot be
contained in a box! With a gentle message about the immateriality of happiness, this story reminds us to take pleasure in
everyday moments. The book is beautifully packaged with a sparkly die-cut star on the cover, and flaps throughout reveal
hidden surprises. "
Give Me a Reason Apr 01 2022 Fans of Kristen Ashley and Chantal Fernando will love this intense, sexy, suspenseful romance

about an ex-motorcycle club member who falls in love with his son's kindergarten teacher.
Me on the Map Dec 05 2019 Maps can show you where you are anywhere in the world! A beloved bestseller that helps children
discover their place on the planet, now refreshed with new art from Qin Leng. Where are you? Where is your room? Where is
your home? Where is your town? This playful introduction to maps shows children how easy it is to find where they live and
how they fit in to the larger world. Filled with fun and adorable new illustrations by Qin Leng, this repackage of Me on the Map
will show readers how easy it is to find the places they know and love with help from a map.
Between the World and Me Nov 15 2020 Winner, Kirkus Prize for Non-Fiction, 2015 In the 150 years since the end of the Civil
War and the ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment, the story of race and America has remained a brutally simple one,
written on flesh: it is the story of the black body, exploited to create the country's foundational wealth, violently segregated to
unite a nation after a civil war, and, today, still disproportionately threatened, locked up and killed in the streets. What is it like
to inhabit a black body and find a way to live within it? And how can America reckon with its fraught racial history? Between
the World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’ attempt to answer those questions, presented in the form of a letter to his adolescent son.
Coates shares with his son the story of his own awakening to the truth about history and race through a series of revelatory
experiences: immersion in nationalist mythology as a child; engagement with history, poetry and love at Howard University;
travels to Civil War battlefields and the South Side of Chicago; a journey to France that reorients his sense of the world; and
pilgrimages to the homes of mothers whose children's lives have been taken as American plunder. Taken together, these stories
map a winding path towards a kind of liberation—a journey from fear and confusion, to a full and honest understanding of the
world as it is. Masterfully woven from lyrical personal narrative, reimagined history, and fresh, emotionally charged reportage,
Between the World and Me offers a powerful new framework for understanding America's history and current crisis, and a
transcendent vision for a way forward. Ta-Nehisi Coates is a national correspondent for the Atlantic and the author of the
memoir The Beautiful Struggle. Coates has received the National Magazine Award, the Hillman Prize for Opinion and Analysis
Journalism, and the George Polk Award for his Atlantic cover story 'The Case for Reparations'. He lives in New York with his
wife and son. ‘Coates offers this eloquent memoir as a letter to his teenage son, bearing witness to his own experiences and
conveying passionate hopes for his son's life...this moving, potent testament might have been titled Black Lives Matter.’ Kirkus
Reviews ‘I’ve been wondering who might fill the intellectual void that plagued me after James Baldwin died. Clearly it is TaNehisi Coates. The language of Between the World and Me, like Coates’ journey, is visceral, eloquent and beautifully
redemptive. And its examination of the hazards and hopes of black male life is as profound as it is revelatory. This is required
reading.’ Toni Morrison ‘Extraordinary...Ta-Nehisi Coates...writes an impassioned letter to his teenage son—a letter both loving

and full of a parent’s dread—counselling him on the history of American violence against the black body, the young AfricanAmerican’s extreme vulnerability to wrongful arrest, police violence, and disproportionate incarceration.’ David Remnick, New
Yorker ‘A searing meditation on what it means to be black in America today...as compelling a portrait of a father–son
relationship as Martin Amis’s Experience or Geoffrey Wolff’s The Duke of Deception.’ New York Times ‘Coates possesses a
profoundly empathetic imagination and a tough intellect...Coates speaks to America, but Australia has reason to listen.’ Monthly
‘Heartbreaking, confronting, it draws power from understatement in dealing with race in America and the endless wrong-headed
concept that whites are somehow entitled to subjugate everyone else.’ Capital ‘In our current global landscape it’s an essential
perspective, regardless of your standpoint.’ Paperboy ‘Impactful and poignant.’ Reading With Jenna
Dean And Me Apr 08 2020 For ten years after WWII, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis weren't only the most successful show
business act in history, they were history. Starting as a fill-in for another act in Atlantic city, their improvised, anarchic routines
soon sold out all the greatest venues in America. They made films, they made millions. They made a legend. But amidst the
dazzling success and the late night laughter, tensions developed between the reserved straight man, Martin, and the manic goon,
Lewis. When the duo, who had reinvented the comic double-act, split acrimoniously in 1956 they didn't speak to one another for
the next 20 years. This is an intimate memoir of those years of fame and success by one of the only surviving legends of the ratpack era. Jerry Lewis remembers everything - the casinos, the mobsters, the endless pranks, the cocktails, the women, the
meteoric rise to stardom. Here for the first and only time and in his own inimitable, wise-cracking voice he re-lives his days of
glory with Dean Martin and gives a frank account of their relationship and break-up. A hilarious ride and heart-breaking,
cautionary tale of what fame and fortune can do to love and friendship.
Please Tell Me Nov 03 2019
Harris and Me Apr 20 2021 Sent to spend the summer with his uncle and aunt on their farm, an eleven-year-old city boy meets
his daredevil cousin Harris and is given an introduction to a whole new world.
Auntie and Me Jul 04 2022 Auntie comes for a special visit in this sweet lift-the-flap board book from bestselling author Karen
Katz! Finally, a book for aunts, everywhere! Someone special is at the door! Who could it be? Baby is ready for a fun-filled day
with Auntie in this new interactive lift-the-flap board book from bestselling author Karen Katz! Little ones will love lifting the
sturdy flaps on every page to reveal all of Auntie’s surprises.
The DNA of You and Me Jul 12 2020 “Refreshing.... Asks urgent questions about female ambition. Fans of Lab Girl have
found a worthy successor.”—Real Simple A powerful debut novel—a wonderfully engaging infusion of Lab Girl, The
Assistants, and Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine—that pits the ambition of scientific discovery against the siren call of love.

Emily Apell arrives in Justin McKinnon’s renowned research lab with the single-minded goal of making a breakthrough
discovery. But a colleague in the lab, Aeden Doherty, has been working on a similar topic, and his findings threaten to compete
with her research. To Emily’s surprise, her rational mind is unsettled by Aeden, and when they end up working together their
animosity turns to physical passion, followed by love. Emily eventually allows herself to envision a future with Aeden, but
when he decides to leave the lab it becomes clear to her that she must make a choice. It is only years later, when she is about to
receive a prestigious award for the work they did together, that Emily is able to unravel everything that happened between them.
A sharp, relevant novel that speaks to the ambitions and desires of modern women, The DNA of You and Me explores the
evergreen question of career versus family, the irrational sensibility of love, and whether one can be a loner without a diagnostic
label.
You Can Read Me Like a Book May 22 2021 British TV and shaw biz comedienne Ms Lipman writes in this book on topics
such as supermodels, sleeping policemen, cones, Cohens, and critics; she wards off awards, salutes Streisand and snuggles down
with something with a hard spine. We can see her quaking in Los Angeles, barking in the Chinese Year of the Dog and
contemplating matricide by the seaside. It's funny stuff... start on page one... you can read her like a book!
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